USE CASE

Centralizing Key Tasks for PDF Creation

THE INDUSTRY

Adlib centralized the configuration and
management of document conversion
processes, easing support for data-intensive
activities across the company.

Manufacturing

THE SYSTEMS

THE CHALLENGE
An engineering company that specializes in tooling, materials technology and mining
was looking to convert a high volume of engineering training materials and project
documentation for all global sites to high-fidelity PDF.
They were faced with a number of complex challenges. This organization needed to:
• Deal with a high volume of documents with many minor and major content changes
on a bi-monthly basis
• Create a system that can be used by 50-100 administrators
• Require all changes to be made quickly and accurately
• Translate large volumes of documents

THE DOCUMENTS
TRAINING MATERIALS AND PROJECT
DOCUMENTS

WHAT IS ADVANCED
RENDERING?
Advanced Rendering technology takes basic
document–to-PDF conversion to a higher
level by integrating into the most
commonly-used Enterprise Content

THE RESULT

Management (ECM) systems and automating
the conversion of content from multiple

The configuration and management of Adlib’s solutions takes place centrally, allowing

sources into more manageable and usable

administrators to set up, define, and manage the processes associated with PDF creation.

formats to enhance documents at each of

The result: easier support for data-intensive activities across the company—which is

the 4 stages of the document lifecycle:

exactly what this organization received.

capture, manage, archive and deliver.

By using Adlib PDF, this manufacturing company was able to achieve a number

Adlib PDF Enterprise is the next-generation

of benefits:

of Advanced Rendering technology that is

Implementation of an automated PDF rendering process to address volume demands
üü

ideal for high-volume environments where

Creation of a centralized system used by all administrators across the company
üü
Development of a system to make document changes with speed and accuracy
üü
A system that provides ease of translation for large volumes of documents
üü

accurate, scalable and highly-available
document-to-PDF conversion and
transformation services are required across
the enterprise.

Advanced Rendering enabled this
manufacturing organization to implement a
system for 50-100 administrators to use for
document conversion.
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